Honorable Frank C. Eschweiler
1863-1929

MARQUETTE University Law School mourns the loss of one of its best friends. His place cannot be filled. His years of patient labor among our students have been an inspiration to his associates on the faculty. His influence has been far reaching and continues to grow as our alumni put into practice and pass on to others the high moral standards and sound principles which he so generously planted among us.

Born during our greatest national conflict, his life continued to be a struggle for education, for the right, for just principles, for the spread of education, and for the ideal in the practice of law as a profession.

Enduring peace now rests his tired body, but his uncompromising spirit, his influence for good, his inspiration toward industry, and his example of careful research will live among and be honored by hundreds of Marquette alumni who were fortunate to meet him and receive his guidance.